Jersey Devil
The Jersey Devil (aka Leeds Devil) was thought
to be a legendary creature that was said to
inhabit the Pine Barrens of Southern New Jersey.
Some have been seen as far away as Tir
Tangier. It is thought that they can be found
anywhere in North America.
This creature is often described as a flying biped
with hooves, but there are many variations of this
creature. One thing that is always the same is
that these creatures should be feared.
The most common description of this creature is
that of a kangaroo wyvern (hops to walk like a
kangaroo) creature with a goat or horse head,
leathery bat wings, horns, small clawed hands, a forked tail, and stands on cloven hooves. It has
been reported to move quickly and is often described as emitting a high-pitched "blood-curdling
scream"

<It is thought that the first of this creatures was, at first, a free spirit that inhabited the body of
one of the Leeds children back in 1796. This 13th child had been cursed by its mother, thus
opening it up to being possessed. Now they seem to be creatures like any other.> Dr Critter
PHD Parazoology.
No one is sure why the first sightings
started back in the 1700’s (before the return
of magic) but this creature is growing in
numbers. They are still ultra rare to see, but
hunters have taken shots at a few through
the years.
<None have been taken yet.> Big Gun
Hunter
There is a reason these creatures are
called a devil. They are fearsome and
dangerous animals. They are so dangerous
they are not held in any zoo as of yet. Both
the San Diego Zoo and the Prospect Park
Zoo in New York have put a 100K¥.

<Trappers and hunters beware, my son lost his life to one of these. We were out hunting one a
few years back. They have a fear ability. The fear drove him to make mistakes that got him
killed. I wouldn’t be here, if it wasn’t for the beast leaving the area. I was too terrified to pull the
trigger.> -Sad MotherHunter
The Jersey Devil is thought to be a lone hunter. There have been no reported sightings of more
than one devil in any area at any time.
<I saw a circle of these beasts chanting in a clearing in the NAN. They were performing some
kind of ritual. I hightailed it out of there because I didn’t want to be seen.> Scared Rabbit
<How do you know that that was these things?> Skeptic
<The tail. You can’t miss it.> Scared Rabbit
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Initiative: 1D6+8
Limits: Physical 6 Mental 4 Social 4
Powers: Concealment, Enhanced senses (Smell, Hearing, Sight), Confusion,
Fear
Skills: Perception 5, Running 4, Sneaking 6, Unarmed Combat 4 (Bite, Horn,
scratch) Strength +4 P damage
Gamemasters Note: In one of my campaigns these creatures are sanciant. They inherently
have magic, and are willing to throw spells at runners trying to capture or kill one. They NEVER
travel alone, but only one is ever seen.

